Magnetic Clean and Care Instructions

1. It is extremely important to make sure the vehicle surface is clean and moisture free before applying any magnetic.

2. It is recommended that the vehicle surface be waxed and allowed to cure for at least 48 hours before applying magnetic.

3. For new or newly painted vehicles allow 90 days before applying any magnetic.

4. If you are painting the magnetic it is usually not necessary to prep the surface, but it is recommended to pre-test for adherence before painting any magnetic.

5. Failure to remove and clean BOTH the magnetic sign and the vehicle surface on a DAILY basis could result in permanent damage.

6. CAR-SAFE™ is safer, but still requires that you follow the same cleaning recommendations.

7. Magnetic vinyl will not adhere to any non-metal surfaces; this includes most fiberglass body repair work. Be sure to check all surfaces to make sure they are painted metal underneath the entire magnetic.

8. It is highly recommended to provide these “Clean and Care Instructions” to your end customer if you manufacture magnetic vehicle signs.